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Company Snapshot
› First and only specialised diagnostic imaging
company listed on the ASX (ASX: CAJ)
› 2nd largest diagnostic imaging network in Victoria,
with 37 clinics
› Full service offering – X rays through to nuclear
imaging
› Profitable bulk billing revenue model
› Exceptional growth – expected to continue with
strong organic industry growth and acquisitive
strategies

ASX

CAJ (* at 11/2/13)

Share price

$0.135 *

Shares on issue

373.5m

Market capitalisation

$50.4m *

52 week range

$0.04 – $0.15

Dividend per share

Interim FY13: 0.25 cents
Interim FY12: 0.20 cents

EPS ( half year - diluted)

0.39 cents

Major shareholder category split
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H1 2013 – record interim results
KPI

H1 2013

H1 2012

% change

FY2012

$28.5m

$25.6m

+ 11 %

$52.3m

7.2%

6.8%

+40 bps

5.6%

NPBT

$2.1m

$1.8m

+ 17%

$3.0m

NPAT

$1.4m

$1.3m

+ 13%

$2.1m

Underlying* NPBT

$2.1m

$1.6m

+ 27%

$2.7m

Underlying* NPAT

$1.4m

$1.1m

+ 27%

$1.9m

EPS (diluted)

0.39c

0.39c

–

0.63c

DPS (fully franked)

0.25c

0.20c

+ 25%

Total FY 0.40c

Revenue
NPBT Margin

* Underlying figures adjust for one–off asset sales in FY2012
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H1 2013 Results Commentary
Revenue up 11% to $28.5m
Driven by:
- Market share gains
- Organic industry growth
- Strategic focus on MRI validated
by strong patient uptake

Gross margin up to 7.2%
- Achieved through ongoing operational
efficiencies and scale benefits.
- Scalability has been developed through
substantial investment made in IT
infrastructure and systems over recent
years

Underlying NPBT up 27%
to $2.1m
- Reflects scalability of business model
- Cost and operational efficiencies
generated by recent substantial
investments in IT systems and
infrastructure

Dividend increase of 25%
- Interim dividend declared of 0.25 cents
per share
- Reflects strong financial performance,
solid funding position and positive
operational outlook
- Fully franked interim dividend
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Investment Case

› Highly focused strategy with strong Board and management
› Consistently strong profitability
› Defensive revenue base
› Highly-scalable & low cost commercial model
› Attractive offering for customers, Radiologists and referrers
› Supportive Regulatory environment
› Attractive dividend yield and growth
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Highly focused strategy
› Superior and attractive offering to patients, referrers and Radiologists
› Clear business and geographical focus
› Low cost delivery model, supported by scalable IT infrastructure backbone
› Strategic focus on MRI services backed by government and patient support

Our value equation

=

+
Differentiated
business model

Superior market
positioning

↑ Market share
↑ Financial returns
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Strong Board & Management
Mr John Conidi, BBus, CPA
Managing Director
› Appointed 30 August 2007
› Over 7 years of experience in developing,
acquiring and managing businesses in the
healthcare industry with a focus on
diagnostic imaging.
› Non Executive Director of Lithex
Resources Limited, (ASX: LTX), from
2013.
Mr Dominik Kucera, BBus (Acc), CPA
Executive Director and Chief Financial Officer
› Appointed 31 July 2008
› Held senior finance roles in a number of
private, joint venture and public
companies, under Australian and MultiNational ownership.
› Previous role as CFO for Sirius
Corporation Ltd (ASX: SIU).

Andrew Harrison, BCom (Hons), MAICD
Non-Executive Director
› Appointed 1 December 2005
› Significant experience in both senior management
and board positions in publicly listed companies.
› Prior to forming Capitol Health Limited, Mr
Harrison was MD of Neptune Marine Services
Limited and played an integral role in the IPO in
April 2004.
› Non-executive director of ASX listed Neptune
Marine Services Limited until February 2006; Non
Executive and Executive Director Draig Resources
Limited, an ASX listed company, until 2012.
Mr Steven Sewell
Non-Executive Director
› Appointed 6 February 2008
› Over 15 years experience in the property
investment and management industry.
› Managing Director and CEO of Federation Centres
Australia (ASX: FDC).
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Track record of delivering year-on-year profit growth
Expected to continue into 2H 2013
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Consistently strong profitability

0.6
0.4
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NB: 2010 – deduction of a one-off non cash goodwill impairment charge
2012 – reflects underlying NPAT after deducting effect of asset sales
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Revenue – defensive base
› Proven defensibility of healthcare spend
• Australian health sector as a whole grows
at a faster rate than the Australian economy

› Industry shift towards bulk billing
• Incentivised by the Federal Government

› Capitol Health protected by:
• 98% bulk billing price offering – regulation
prohibits pricing below this level
• Lowest cost operating position –
competitors face increased difficulties in
competing on a bulk billing pricing model
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Driven by market share gains
and strong industry growth
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Revenue – strong growth
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Revenue – a growing industry
The Australian Diagnostic Imaging industry
is robust and expected to grow
› Australian DI market is estimated to be approx. $3.0bn+ for 2012/2013
and growing
› Growth expected to average 5% p.a. over the next 10 years (above GDP of 2.4%)
› Key drivers of growth:
• Expanding & ageing population
• Shift in focus to early detection and prevention
• Critical service for the Australian healthcare industry
• Improving accuracy and capabilities of imaging techniques
• Government initiatives
› Economic climate and Government incentives causing industry shift towards
bulk billed offering.
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Highly scalable & low cost
commercial model
Commercial model underpins growth strategy
› Highly-scalable:
• Significant recent investment in IT systems
and upgrade of high-tech equipment
• IT platform would facilitate future clinic
expansion
Result = cost and operational efficiencies
Margins and profits will expand significantly
as the Capitol network grows.

› Low cost:
• Ingrained commercial culture
• Ongoing margin growth
Result = Radiologists driven to partner with CAJ
to leverage model and increase their earnings
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Attractive offering
Customer Proposition
Patients:
• Affordable “bulk billing” pricing
• Quality services & leading-edge equipment
Referring GPs:
• Market leading information systems
– lifetime information storage
• Quick and efficient reporting

Radiologist Proposition
• Avoid ongoing earnings decline from
regulatory reform
• CAJ offers superior commercial model and
potential to significantly increase earnings
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Supportive Regulatory Environment
Federal Government announced $104.4m Diagnostic
Imaging Review Reform Package in 2011/12 Federal
Budget to improve access to more affordable MRI
services:
Selective allocation of Medicare-eligible MRI licenses
– 5 licenses allocated to Capitol Health clinics
› Other supportive changes:
• Patients free to choose location of imaging
services
• Increase in bulk billing incentive for Medicare –
eligible MRI services
• Requesting rights for Medicare-eligible MRIs
extended to GPs (to commence 2013)
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Supportive Regulatory Environment –
Racing for the MRI advantage
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Supportive Regulatory Environment –
MRI Services
OPPORTUNITY IN MRI
› Shift in customer demand from CT scans to MRI services
› Forms a barrier to competition – Providers without MRI capabilities will
inevitably lose market share and be squeezed out of the market
› Medicare-funded MRI providers positioned for market share gains
through a more affordable offering
› 70% of imaging referrals emanate from GP’s. Opening of direct GP
referrals for MRI from 1/11/13 will expand MRI demand further. Capitol
will be the recipient of a significant benefit as
it is the largest community based provider in
its market.
› Supports and enhances long-term growth and
earnings potential – organic and acquisitive
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Summary and outlook
Strong growth momentum expected to continue
into 2H 2013 in line with seasonal patterns
› Highly focused strategy with strong Board and management
› Continuing revenue and profit growth - Results for January 2013
(traditionally a slow month) maintain growth in revenue (12% yoy) and
NPAT at $200k (Jan 2012; $100k loss) well ahead of historical
seasonality, validating the Capitol model.
› Defensive revenue base – Resilient and growing healthcare industry
and profitable bulk billing model
› Highly-scalable & low cost commercial model
› Attractive offering for customers, Radiologists and referrers
› Regulatory environment supports business model and growth strategy
› Attractive dividend yield and growth
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John Conidi, Managing Director

P: +61 (0) 3 9348 3333

Level 3, 81 Lorimer St

F: +61 (0) 3 9646 2260

Docklands VIC 3008

E: j.conidi@capitolhealth.com.au

www.capitolhealth.com.au
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